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Theory of Dielectric Relaxation for the Three-Dimensional 
Polar Rotator: Lattice Models Leading to Bimodal Loss 
Curves 

John D. Hoffman and Benjamin M. Axilrod 
The chara cteri stics of th e di electri c rehtxat ioll spectrum associat ed wi t h some simple 

three-dimensional la t t ices consisting of polar molecules of specified shape ha ve been investi
gated with t he object of determining whether dielectri c loss curves with two distin ct m ax ima 
(bimodal loss curves) could be predicted on a t heoretical bas is for such systelEs. For the 
ty pes of latt ice and mo lecular shape co nsidered, each dipole has one stable and four m eta
stable orientat ions. 

Th e calcula tion s show that under certain circum sta nccs bimodal Joss curves may a ri se 
fo r pear-shaped molcc ul cs in both th c body-centered or t horhombic and t etragonal systems. 
All of t he models lead t o a Sin gle loss peak if t h e barrier system is suffi ciently isotropi c as in 
t he body-cen ter~d cubic lattice. The ch anges wit h temperature of th e shape of t he loss 
curves, t he static d lClectn c constan t, and t he confi gurational entropy are d iscussed. The 
a bru pt cha nges in these propert ies t hat will occ ur at phase t rans it ions du e to cooperat ive 
interact ion are also considered . Qualitative p redictions co nce rning t he ex pected behav ior 
of bimodal loss curves for t hree-dimensional httt ices, in whi ch each dipole has o nl y a s in gle 
stable on en tatlOll, a re compared Wit h expel"lment. 

Usin g a n argum ent based on t he fact t hat broadened loss curves in monophase molecular 
crystals become narrower wit h inc reasin !!; temperature, it is concluded t hat flu ctuat ions of 
structure a rc not t he pri ncipal cause of t he broadening of loss curves . Th e presen t t heo ry 
leads to t he correct type of te mperature dependence, a nd t his strengthens t he view th~t t he 
origin of m ult ipl e relaxation t imes in molecula r crystals is t he anisotropy of t he crystalline 
fi eld. 

1. Introduction 

. It i~ well known that for many molec ul ar crystals 
m whlCh the polari zation decay mech anism is the 
resul t of the reori enta tion of permanen t electric di
poles th e dielectric relaxation sp ectrum is best repre· 
sen ted by a set (or distribu tion) of relaxation t imes 
rath er than by a single time constan t. This is indi
cated by the fact that wh en the experimen tal valu es 
of th e dielectric loss factor for such a material are 
pl?t ted in. the usual m~nner as a function of the log
anthm of the measunng freqll ency, a bell-shaped 
loss curve is usually ob tained which is considerably 
broader th an that predicted on the basis of a sino·l e 
dielectric relaxation time. In some instances,'" a 
plo t wi th t wo distinct maxima (bimodal loss curve) 
is found. 

One of the main objectives of this paper is to show 
how an extremely wide set of relaxation times capable 
of leading to a bimodal loss curve can be predicted 
theoretically for systems th at, for reasons of lat tice 
symmetry and molecular shape, may r easonably be 
assumed to consist of three-dimensional polar ro ta tors 
with five or thogonal orien tations. Hi ther to, cal
culations on the three-dimensional polar ro tator 
have no t been closely rela ted to details of molecular 
shape and lattice stru cture, and have yielded only a 
r ather narrowly spaced set of relaxation times leading 
to a somewhat broadened loss curve [1],1 or a very 
general type of iJ1formation not concerned with the 
details of the shape of the loss r egions [2] . Bimodal 
loss curves have been predicted for one special type 
of single-axis 1'0 tator [3]. 

I Figures in brackets indicate tbe li terature references at the end of this paper. 
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Anot.her objective is to dedu ce from the theory Lh e 
general charac teristics to be expected of bimodal 
loss curves in molecular crystals. These qualita
tive predi ctions, which arc no t in general sensitive 
to a special choice of models, are compared wi th 
experiment. 

A qu an titative comparison of theory and experi
ment is considered to be unwarranted at the presen t 
time. In th e firs t place, for reasons of simplici ty of 
treatmen t, we are forced to deal with the body
cen tered or thorhombic (beo) and body-centered 
tetragonal (bet) systems, wher eas the best di electric 
relaxation da ta now available for three-dimensional 
polar ro ta tors are for the face-cen tered or thorhombic 
(jeo) and f ace-cen tered tetragonal (iet) forms of the 
hydrogen halides. Never th eless, wi th cer tain ap
proximations to be m entioned, the r esults for the 
feo andfct lattices are practically idenLi cal with those 
obtained for the beo and bet types. The second and 
more serious complication is that th e qu estion of 
th e exact position of th e hydrogen atoms in th e 
hydrogen halide s tru cture is unset tled , wi th the re
sult that even th e most stable dipole orien tation is 
uncertain. 
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Several specific three-dimensional models are dis
cussed. All are based on p ear-shap ed polar molecules 
situated in a beo or bet lattice. The time-dependent 
dielectric properties of each of these models are 
illustrated by predicting the shape of the loss curves 
for certain specified arrangements of the activation 
energy barriers hindering reorientations between the 
various possible positions (sites) that each dipole 
may occupy by rotating about its lattice point. 
In addition, an equilibrium dielectric property, 
namely, the total orientational polarizabili ty, is 



calculated for each of the models. This provides 
information concerning the behavior of the static 
dielectric constant. Consideration is also given to 
the effect of change of temperature on the shape of 
the loss regions, the static dielectric constant, and 
the configurational entropy. 

The methods used to calculate the mole'cular 
relaxation times and the orientational polarizabi.lity 
associated with each relaxation time have been dis
cussed in considerable detail for three-dimensional 
lattice models in an earlier publication [1].2 There
fore , after describing each model and setting down 
the differential equations pertaining to it, the relaxa
tion times and polarizabilities are cited without 
giving the details of the calculations. The loss curves 
were calculated from these quantities with the help 
of eq (2b) of the following section. 

The results obtained in reference [2] regarding the 
general properties of the relaxation times were used 
to check the results quoted in this paper. In addi
tion, the general formulas valid for orthogonal six
site models given in the appendix of reference [2] 
were used to check the calculation of the total 
orien ta tional polarizabili ty. 

2 . Preliminary Relationships 

If a substance has a single macroscopic dielectric 
relaxation time T, its dielectric behavior in a sinusoi
dal electric field is described by the Debye [4] 
equation 

E"(W) (1) 

where EI/ (W) is the dielectric-loss factor as a function 
of angular frequency w, and b. E is the incremen t of 
dielectric constant associated with the relaxation 
process. A plot of E" as a function of 10gJO w, using 
eq (1), yields a narrow and symmetrical loss curve 
with a maximum at wT= l. As has already been 
indicated, the loss curve observed for many sub
stances is broader than that predicted by the Debye 
equation. For present purposes, it is convenient to 
think of such data as being represented by a super
position of D ebye-type loss curves, each of which 
possesses its own relaxation time and magnitude. 
Therefore, [1, 5] 

(2a) 

where Til, with /J = 1,2, ... , is the set of macro
scopic relaxation times, and b.E{3 is the increment of 
dielectric constant associated with each mode of 
decay. 

Calculations on molecular models of the type to 
be discussed here characteristically lead to a set of 
discrete molecular relaxation times T{3, and a corre-

2 A misprint in a general formnla used in the polarizability calculations OCCUI'S 

in reference [IJ. The last term in eq (11), t he expression for ;.F, should be cos 
ficos ~ and not cos~, cos e. The correct expression was employed iu making all 
calculations. 
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sponding set of molecular orientational polariz
abilities (X1l, where /J = 1,2, . . .. As in previous 
papers, it is assumed that the macroscopic and mole
cular relaxation times are approximately equal, i. e., 
T{3~ T{3, and that each increment of dielectric con
stant is proportional to the corresponding orienta
tional polarizability so that b.E(3~ J{(X{3, where J{ is a 
constant. The lack of an exact proportionality in 
each case is a result of the fact that the electric field 
at a molecule (internal field) is not id entical to the 
applied field for condensed phases. With the ap
proximations mentioned above we have the working 
equation ll,5], 

" ( ) ~ ~ (XIl WTIl 
E w _ .I.>.. L....J 1 + 2 2 

fJ W Til 
(2b) 

for estimating the details of the loss curves. In 
cases where the quantity J{'J:, Il(XIl~ 'J:, Ilb.EIl= Es- E o> is 
small ( Es and Eo> are the static and high frequency 
dielectric constants, respectively), eq (2b) is an excel
lent approximation. Furthermore, in cases where 
the Onsager expression for the ratio of the internal 
to the applied field is valid, there are reasons for 
believing that eq (2b) holds with sufficient accuracy 
for the purpose at hand for any value of Es- Eo> 
[5,6,7]. 

All of the types of loss curves m entioned here and 
in section 1 can be reproduced by inserting the ap
propriate Til and (X1l into eq (2b). In particular, if 
two relaxation times (or sets of relaxation times) 
are very far apart, and the corresponding polariz
abilities are of comparable magnitude, a bimodal 
loss curve is generated. 

In the special case where only two active relaxation times 
exist, we have been able to deduce the following useful con
dition for the appearance of clearly apparent bimodal loss 
curves: 

(~)("'m in»8. 
Ta lXru ax 

(3) 

In this equation Tl and T , represent the longer and shorter 
relaxation times, respectively, and "'max and "'min the larger 
and smaller polarizabilities . Relaxation times and polariz
abilities conforming with this equation will yield loss curves 
that exhibit a perceptible minimum between the two loss 
regions. 

3 . Pear-Shaped Molecules in a Body
Centered Orthorhombic Lattice (0-1, 0-2) 

3.1. Basic Model 

In this section the manner in which a structure 
consisting of pear-shaped molecules situated in bco 
lattice may give rise to a bimodal loss curve is con
sidered. The unit cell of the molecular model to be 
discussed is shown in figure 1 (a). Each molecule 
in the lattice is supposed to consist of a large sphe
roidal part on which a smaller more or less hemi
spherical protuberance is attached. The protuberance 
is shown in black in figure 1 (a). The dipole moment 
J.L is along the line connecting the center of the larger 
spheroid and the center of the protuberance. 
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FIG U U" 1. Details of the beo lattice with peaT-shaped molecules. 

(a) Lattice structure. The symbols a, b, and c represent t he dimensions of the uni t cell. (b) Orientational site arrangement. (e) 'J'he barrier system and transi· 
tion probab ilities for reorientat ions between the various types of sites in model 0-1. (d) Same as (c) fo r model 0-2. 

The first step is to single out a typieal molecule- it 
I is convenient to consider the central one shown in 

figme 1 (a)- and select a r easonable set of equilib
rium orientations (sites) and relaLive site energies 
as the central dipole is permit ted to rotate with i ts 
neighbors held fixed. This will determi.ne many im
portant fea tures of the crystalline field. In Lhe 
present case, it is postulated that the proLuberance 
on the central dipole may fit between the four nearest 
neighbors comprising each face of Lhe unit cell so 
that the possible dipole orientaLions are orLhogonaL 

In the face-centered orthorhombic (feo) structure there 
are 14 rather than 6 gaps between the neaTest neighbors in 
which t he protuberance might conceivably fit . Th e six most 
pronoun ced sites, which are in the directions o[ th e next
neCL1'est neighbors, are orthogona,l to one another; thus these 
sites rescmble those postulated for models 0-1 and 0-2 (sec
tions 3.2 and 3.3). The eight unstable sites are a result of 

I the protuberance fit ting into triads of neaTest neighbors. If 
it is assumed that these eight sites are suffi ciently unstable 
to be ignored , the site model for the feo lattice becomes id en
tieal to that for the beo. Under t hese conditions, th e r esults 
quoted here for the beo lattice with pear-shaped molecul es 
will hold for the feo lattice as well. 

The assumption is made that there is one most 
stable orientation for the central dipole , and this 
deep site is designated "1." In the beo lattice, 
where a< b< e for the unit cell, the equilibrium site 
energies in the x and x' directions (sites 3 and 5) 
must be the same, and similarly, the pair of sites in 
the y and y' directions (sites 2 and 4) must have the 
same energy. However, since in this lattice the 
neare t neighbors in the ae faces are somewhat more 
compactly arranged than those in the . be faces, the 
pail' of sites 3, 5 is less stable than the pair 2, 4. 
Hence, sites 3 and 5 are referred to as "high" sites, 
and 2 and 4 are designated as "intermediate" sites 
(jig. 1 (b)). It has been assumed that the dipole 
cannot point in the z' direction owing to the re
pulsion of the protuberance on the central molecule 
with that on the body-centered molecule below it; 

I this idea has been borrowed from the work of Powles 
[8] on molecules of similar shape. 
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In antiparallel dipole arrays of the type shown in 
figure 1 (a) where ar;;;;br;;;;e , the orien ting torque on the 
cen tral dipole due to the electric field exerted by its 
neighbors will generally be small. I n bee lattice 
where a= b= e this torque is actually ze ro . In such 
situations it is safe to ignore the effect of dipolar 
interaction on the site ellergies, but in strongly tetra
gonal or orthorhombic unit cells, or certain parallel 
dipole arr ays, an appreciable contribution to t he 
site energies may arise from dipolar interaction. 

Many of the equilibrium properties of the site 
model shown in figure 1 (b) can be obtained without 
introducing fmther information. For instan ce, the 
total orientational polarizability can be calculated in 
terms of f.1. , the absolute temperature, T, and the 
equilibrium energy differences b etween the sites. 
However, the relaxation times of interest here de
pend on the activation energy barriers arising from 
the crystalline fi eld that control the rate at whicb 
dipoles turn from one site to another. The local 
free energy barrier TifTij between two adjacent sites 
i and .j determines the elementary process transition 
probability (unimolecular rate constant) lc i--->J as 
lc i--->j= A exp[- liV;j/kT], where k is Boltzmann's 
constant, and A a constant. 3 In a simil ar manner , 
lc j-_.;= A exp[- W j;/kT]. In turn, certain sets of 
combinations of the various tran sition probabilities 
prove to be related to the set of relaxation times that 
characterize the system . In order to obtain the 
required molecular relaxation times, it is therefore 
necessary to determine or assume certain properties 
of the activation barrier system in such a manner as 
to fix at least the relative values of the various 
transition probabilities . . 

Certain simple considerations greatly limit the 

3 In assuming t hat each transition probability is controlled by tbe/ree energy·of 
activation, we follow the ideas expressed previously b y KauzmmUl [Rev. Mod. 
Phys. H , 12 (1942)1 concerning the elementary dipole orientation process in a 
dielectric. In the text, the term "energy" is sometimes used to replace the mOre 
cumbersome "localJree energy," especially in discussing the equHibrium proper
ties of a site. 



possible choices of the relative transition probabili
ties for any model: 

(a) The only elementary process is the turning of a 
dipole to an adjacent site (single-jump hypothesis, 
S-J). The S-J hypothesis has been used in all 
previous calculations [1 , 2, 3, 5]. 

(b) If i and j are adj acent sites of equivalent 
equilibrium energy, then k ;-.j= k j .... t as the activation 
barrier is the same for each process. This also 
follows from the principle of detailed balance. 

(c) Let the probability that a dipole will turn from 
a deep site to a high site be denoted kd eep .... hlgh, and 
the probability for the corresponding reverse process 
be khl gh .... deep. It follows from the fact that the 
activation barrier for the process deep-o-high must 
be greater than that for the process high-o-deep that 
kdeep .... hlgh < khlgh .... deep. 

Cd) The transition probabilities for the turning of 
a dipole from a certain site to any of a number of 
adjacent sites that possess equivalent equilibrium 
energy must be identical for reasons of symmetry 
of the molecule and of the crystal lattice. 

Even with the above, the general orthorhombic 
model with pear-shaped molecules is excessively 
complicated and difficult to deal with from a mathe
matical standpoint. Hence we have introduced the 
assumption that reorientations in the x-v plane are 
much more difficult to make as elementary processes 
than other allowed transitions, i. e., kx-v«kx-z or 
ky - z ; this condition merely requires TT'x-v to be a few 
times Wx - z and Wy_ z .4 Then for purposes of cal
culation we pass to the limit and set kx-v equal to 
zero. As a result of this assumption and subsequent 
limiting procedure, processes of the type 2-0-3 
are forbidden, but it should be noted that a dipole 
may turn from one site to another in the x-y plane 
as the resul t of a succession of elementary processes 
by first entering site 1. The above-mentioned 
simplification was first introduced to render the 
problem more tractable, but further considerations, 
discussed below, suggest that this condition is 
physically not unreasonable under certain circum
stances. 

Assume that the repulsion between two pro
tuberances virtually in contact is more severe than 
that between the body of the molecule and a pro
tuberance under the same conditions. First, note 
that this assumption is consistent with the forbidding 
of site 6 as a possible orientation. Second, in turn
ing the protuberance on the central molecule in the 
x-v plane, observe (fig. 1 (a)) that when it is 
turned half-way to the next site it comes into close 
contact at a right angle with the protuberance on a 
nearest neighbor, thus leading to a situation much 
lilee that used to forbid site 6. It would, therefore, 
appear to be permissible on a trial basis to forbid 
this activated state and hence elementary processes 
in the x-v plane. Note finally that the stated 
repulsion hypothesis permits the necessary elemen
tary processes between the sites in the x-y plane and 
site 1. It was not found possible to justify clearly 
the forbidding of reorientations in the x-v plane on 

• The assumption that k .. )}k .. or k" will also lead to :bimodal loss :cu' vcs for 
thebeo lattice (see sect ion 3.4). 
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the basis of a simple " hard sphere" model without 
introducing special shapes for the protuberance. 

The "hard sphere" mod el is useful in indicating possible 
sites. However, we find th is concept is not very helpful as a 
guide for determining relative site energies and transition 
probabilit ies. For reasons of simplicity, suppose the neigh
bors are held fixed ,,-hile the central molecule is reoriented. 
Then with the simplest approximation the following is found: 
first, either an orientational site is possible, or t here is inter
ference and it is not allowed; second, all allowed sites have 
the same energy; and third , with regard to the barrier heights, 
either a transitio n is allowed and t he associated barrier 
negligible, or the transition is fo rbidd en and the energy barrier 
is infinitely high. As a second approximation in using the 
"hard sphere" or rigid, incompressible molecule picture, it 
might be assumed that a site is not forbidden if a small overlap 
occurs, but rather that the site energies relative to the most 
stable site are indicated roughly by the degree of overlap and, 
similarly, t he heights of the free energy barriers that must be 
surmounted are indicated by the amo unt of volume overlap. 
The second approximation could be modified by permitting 
the neighbors to be displaced and to rotate slightly when t he 
central molecule is reoriented, a probably more realistic r ep
resentation than t hat previously assumed. However , t his 
relaxation of perfect crystalline structure would greatly 
complicate the problem. 

An alternative to the "hard sphere" method of est imating 
equilibrium orientations a nd activation barriers is to use a 
potential law of t he form 11(1-) = - A (r6+ B(rn, where different 
values of A, B, and n are assigned to the body of the molecule 
and the protuberance. Such calculations are hampered by 
a lack of inform ation concerni ng t he exact r epulsive law 
(i. c., t he value of n) t hat shou ld be used. In addit ion, if 
directional attractive forces such as evidently exist in t he 
hydrogen bond are present, t his furth er complicates the 
situation. Nevertheless, i t is believed that if further math
ematical labor is to be invested in this problem, it will prob
ably be most profitable to employ a method that involves 
attractive a nd repul sive potentials which vary with distance. 

Within the limits imposed by items (a) through 
(d) above and the absence of elementary processes 
between sites in the x-V plane, two basic types of 
barrier system are still possible for the postulated 
arrangement of sites and equilibrium energies. The 
first type, denoted 0-1 , has a smaller barrier for 
jumps of the type intermediate-o-deep than for 
high-o-deep, while the second, 0-2, has a larger 
barrier for intermediate-o-deep than for high-o-deep. 
Specific examples of th ese two types are considered 
separately below. 

3.2. Model 0-1 

The simplest way to study the properties of the 
beo lattice with pear-shaped molecules for the special 
case where the barrier for the process intermediate-o
deep is smaller than that for the process high-o-deep 
is with the help of a specific example. The specific 
barrier system chosen to illustrate the behavior of 
this model is shown in figure 1 (c). As has been 
noted previously for the orthorhombic lattice, the 
sites in the x-v plane must, taken pairwise, differ in 
equilibrium energy. Hence the intermediate sites 
are taken to have an energy V above the deep site, 
while the high sites are set at 5V/4 above the deep 
site. Although these assignments are arbitrary, it 
is emphasized that similar results are obtained for 
models where the equilibrium energy of the high 
sites is set in the range V to roughly 2V above the 
deep site. The model is so arranged that as V is 
taken to be zero, all barriers have the value Woo 



The transition probabilities for th e elementary 
processes arc defin ed as follows : 

led eep -> Int. = kt = A e- (11'0+ V )/k T 

1 
~ (4) 

Ie - Ie - A e-(9V14+ 1V0)/kT J IId eep --+ hlgh - /1 3-

lehlgh -> deep= le4= le i = Ae-( 1V0+ V )/kT 

As a r esul t of th e aforementioned simplification 
r egarding r eorientations in the x-y plane, le1nt. -> hl gh = 
khlgh -> lnt. = O. It is noted further that the assign
m ents given in eq (4) conform with considerat ions (c) 
and (d) m entioned in section 3 .1 , page 62. In 
accord with (c) leZ> lel andle4 > le3, and in accord with 
(d ) t he same transit ion probability is used to describe 
the elem entary processes occurring between the 
paired sites of equivalent en ergy and the deep site, 
e. g ., leI 3= le I 5 = lede ep ~ lli g h ' Note also that lCI = le4 as 
the corresponding baniers are ident ical in the model. 
Item (b) docs no t apply in this particular model be-

2 

74 = le2 (1 + 3g+ 2g9/4+ Jg)' 

cause th ere are no adjacent i tes with th e am c 
equili brium en crgy. 

It is now a simple matter to write down the differ
ential equations that govern t h e rate processes . Let 
N I , N 2, ••• , r epresen t the number of dipoles in 
sites 1 , 2, . . . at any t ime t . Then , bearing in 
mind the S-J hypothesis, which forbids jumps of th e 
type 3---?5 or 2---?4 as an elemen tary process, t he net 
rates at which dipoles enter and leave each si te ar e 

dNl /dt = - 2(le l+ le3)NI + kZN2+ le4N3+ leZN 4+ le4N 51 

dNzldt= - le2N 2 + k IN I 

:~::;::: =::::: ~:~:: J (5) 

clNsldt = - k4N s+ k3N 1• 

The relaxat ion times may readily be obta ined by 
solving t he above equ ations using t he methods given 
in previolls papers and t he polarizabili t ies 5 may be 
obtained by using th e method outlined in reference 
[1]. 

T h e results for 0- 1 are as follows: 

0' .• = - (1 + g+ 4g5/4_ 2g9/4+ J"q) (1-3g- 2g9/4_ ,\ q) ( J.1.2
r 

) ; 

, 4(1 + 2g-1- 2g5/4)2 .. /q 3kT (6) 

2 
7 S= lez (1 + 3g+ 2g9/4_ .,jq) ' 

(1 + g+ 4g5/ 4 _ 2g9/4.-~) (1- 3g- 2g9/4+ ,\lq) (L ); 
4(1 +2g+ 2gS/ 4) 2~ 3kT 

I 

In the above equ ations g= ledlc2= e- v/k T and q= 
1 + 2g+ g2_ 4g9/4+ 12g13/4+ 4g9/2. 

The details of th e loss curves for t his model are 
most readily ascertained by calculating th e Ol'ien ta
tional polarizabilities and relaxat ion t imes numeri
cally from eq (6) for various values of th e parameter 
9 = exp ( - VI k T ), insert ing th ese in eq (2b), and plot
t ing t h e loss curves. The relevant data are given in 
table 1, and the loss curves obtained from these data 
illustrated in figure 2. 
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It is seen that for small valu es of 9 a strongly bi
modal loss curve is produced which is characterized 
by a high-frequency peak which is la rger than th e 
low-frequency one. Bot h loss maxima are actually 
composed of two distinct peaks which are very close 
together with th e result th at , considered individually, 
each of th e two loss peaks is very nearly of t he D eby e 
type. As 9 increases t h e peaks tend to come close r 

5 'rhe polarizabilit ies ~ i ven in the paper are deri ved on the assumpt ion that the 
medium is polyel'ystalline. 



TABLE 1. Relaxation times and polm'izabilities for model 0-1 

I Orientational polarizabilitics • Relaxation times b 
y 

I a, I a, a, a, a t otll ! T, T3 T . T, 

----------- --- - - - - -
I 0.4 0.4 0.16 0 0.96 1 1 0. 20 1 
0. 1 . 1524 .0857 . 1292 . 0522 . 4195 1 ]0 .83 9.2 

. 01 . 0]949 .00616 . 01911 . 00588 .05064 1 100 .98 99.4 

. 001 . 001995 .000355 .001992 .000353 . 004695 1 1000 1 1000 

• In illlits of ,,'/3kt. 
b In units of l /k ,=I/Ae - W,/kT. 

togeth er and :finally coalesce, but even at g= 1 the 
loss curve is still somewhat broader than a Debye
type peale As may be seen from the expression 
g= exp(- VlkT) , the trends just noted for increasing 
9 hold as well for the case of rising temperature. 

To the approximation used here, the statie dielec
tric constant is given by Es ~ ea) + Kextotal, where extotal = 
~lJexlJ. A simple analysis shows that extotal (and hence 
Es) will rise with inereasing temperature until 9 
reaches a value of 0.17; at this point the explicitly
shown l iT term in the expression for extotal in eq (6) 
overcomes the increase with temperature of t he term 
containing 9 inside the brackets. Thus desldT is 
positive for 0< g< 0.17 and negative for O.17 <g :::;l. 
It should be noted that the loss curves are strongly 
bimodal only in the region 0< g< 0.06, i. e., where 
dE,ldT is positive, and conversely, that only a some
what broadened loss curve is obtained when desldT 
has a strongly negative value, as for g~1. 

3.3. Model 0-2 

This is the model shown in figure 1 (d) where the 
activation energy barrier for reorientations from 
high~deep is less than that for intermediate~deep. 
For this case the transition probabilities are defined 
as follows: 

kdeep->int. = k,=Ae- CWo+2Vl/kT 

kint.->deep= k ,=Ae- cwo+Vl /kT 

(7) 
lcdeep-> high = k 3= Ae-(JVoH V /4llkT 

lchigh->dcep = lc,=Ae - wo/kT. 

It will be noted that the assignments listed above 
are consistent with the considerations regarding the 
relative values of the transition probabilities men
tioned in section 3.1. The differential equations are 
identical to those given for 0-1 , except that eq (7) is 
used rather than cq (4) to define the transition prob
abilities. The relaxation times and polarizabilities 
are found to be 
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FIGL"RE 2. Shape of th e dielectric loss curves f or model 0-1 Jor 
vaTious values of g. 

Tbe loss factor , " is given with KC,,'/3kTl normalil.ed to un ity. The sbortest 
relaxation time has been set at 10-6 S('C. in each diagram . '-rho component loss 
peaks associated with each relaxation time arC shown as light lines and thc result· 
ant loss eun"c is th e heavy line . 



2 
'T4=k4(1 + g+ 2g2+ 2g 5/4+v' r' 

a = - [29(1+ 29+ 2g5/4)_j + y'rH-j- -vr+ 29]( J.l.2 ). 
4 4g(1 + 2g+ 2g5/4)\ /1' 3k T ' 

2 
'T5 k 4[ I + g+ 2g2+ 2g 5/4_ -y'r]' 

[2g(I+ 2g+ 2g5/4)- j -vrJ [- j + v'f+ 2g] (L ); 
4g(I + 2g+ 2g5/4)2-y'1' 3k T 

(8) 

- V /k T 
where g= k217c4= e , T= 1- 2g - 3g2+ 4g3+ 4g4+ 

4g5/4( I _ g+ g5/4+ 2g2), and j = 1 + g+ 2g2+ 2g5/4. 

Values of th e polarizabili Lies and relaxaLion times 
computed wi th cq (8) are given in table 2. The loss 
curves calcula ted for some of the 9 values are plo tted 
in figure 3. 
'. ,It is seen that this model leads to s trongly bimodal 
loss curves which differ from those obtained with 
model 0-1 primarily in that th e largest loss peak is 
now on th e low frequency side. Noting that g= 
exp ( - V lkT), it is seen tha t the two loss peaks con
verge with rising temperature and coalesce inLo a 
single broadened and asymmetric peale, which then 
becomes narrower wiLh a further increase of tempera
tme. The total polarizability varies with 9 in a 
manner identical to th at found for 0-1 , with the 
result that the loss curves are strongly bimodal only 
in th e region where the dielectric constant is low and 
de.lelT positive. 

T ABLE 2. R elaxati on times and polarizabilities for model 0-2 

Orientational polarizabili ties • Relaxation times b 

0 

", ", ", ", atotal T, T, T. T, 
------------- - ----

I 0.4 0.4 0.16 0 0.96 1 1 0. 20 1 
0.1 . ]524 . 0857 . 0798 .1016 .4195 ]0 1 .871 8. 49 
.01 .01949 .00616 .00612 .01886 .05064 100 1 .996 98 
.001 .001994 . 000355 .000355 .001992 .004695 1000 1 1. 000 998 

• In un its of 1" /3k l. 

b In units of J/k ,=I/Ae - IVo/k 'I'. 
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3.4. Alternative Approximation Leading to 
Bimodal Loss Curves in BCG Systems 

At this stage, it is of in terest to point out that 
another type of approximation conceming elemen
tary processes in the x-y plane will lead to bimodal 
behavior for pear-shaped molecules in t he beo lattice. 
As will b e seen in section 4, model T-l , bimodal loss 
curves can be obtained for pear-shaped molecules in 
the bet lattice by permitting reorientations in the 
'J.:-y plane to be more rapid than for all other ele
m entary processes. It can. be shown. for the analo
gous bco case where reorientations in the 'J.: -y plane 
are very rapid compared with the other possible 
elementary processes that bimodal loss curves are 
generated. D etailed calculations are not given, but 
this result is readily seen for the limiting case where 
the beo lattice is assumed to be nearly tetragonal so 
that results closely similar to those quoted for model 
T-l are obtained. Bimodal loss curves can be ob
tained with this approximation which h ave peaks of 
equal magnitude, or al ternatively, similar to those 
calculated for 0-1. Loss curves with the type of 
symmetry depicted for 0-2 cannot be obtained when 
it is assumed th at reorientations in the x-y plane are 
more r apid than all other elementary processes. 

I t is clear from the foregoing that bimodal be
havior can arise in the bco lattice with pear-shaped 
molecules under widely different circumstances. 
While it is at present impossible to state with any 
certainty which of the two approximations (very 
fast or very slow reorientations in the 'J.'-y plane) 
will hold for any particular real system, it docs seem 
reasonable to suppose that either one or the other 
should be valid for some substances. It is therefore 
considered possible on theoretical grounds that some 
real systems consisting of pear-shaped molecules in 
the beo lattice will exhibit bimodal behavior, par
t icularly at low tempera tures. 

4. Pear-Shaped Molecules in a Body
Centered Tetragonal Lattice (T-1) 

In a search for lattice models that led to bimodal 
loss curves, pear-shaped molecules in a bet lattice 
were naturally considered. The molecular model is 
essentially the same as that depicted in figure 1 (a) 
except that a= b< e. Following the type of argu
men t given in section 3, one obtains the site energies 
and orientations shown in figure 4. In the bet 
lattice, all of th e sites in the x-y plane have the same 
energy and are designated "high" sites. In order 
to carry out a general treatment of this model let 

k deep-->hl gh= k "'\ 

I 
k hlgh-->deev = le ' ~ (9 ) 

le hl gh-->Il lg h = le". J 
Because site 1 is deep , k' > k , but the transition 
probability for reorientations be tween the equivalent 
high sites, le" , may in the general mathematical 
model have any value. 
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FIGU RE} 4. Orientational site diayramfor pear-shaped molecules 
in the bct laltice. 

The rate equations are 

dNJ I 
Tt=-4kNt+ le (N2+ N 3+ N 4 + N 5 ) 

dYt2=_- (k ' + 2lc")N2 + leNt + lc" (N3+ N 5) 

dYt3=- (le' + 2lc" )N 3+ kN I + k" (N2+ N 4) (1 0) 

dYt4=- (k ' + 2k l' )N 4 + leN t + le l' (N3+ N 5 ) 

dYt5=- (k ' + 2le")N5+ kN t + k" (N2+N4 ). 

The relaxation times are found to be 

1 
72= 73= k' + 2k" 

1 

1 
75= 4le + le " J 

The corresponding polarizabili ties are 

(11 ) 

(12) 



with g= k/k' =e-V /k T , where r is the equilibrium en
ergy difference between the deep and high si tes . 
Mode 4 is inactive in the dielectric relaxation 
spectrum owing to a compensatory motion of the 
dipoles. 

Remembering that k' > le , and that 74 is inactive, 
it is seen from eq (11 ) that the active r elaxation 
times are always close togeth er except for the case 
k"~lc , k', i. e., where the transi tions in the x-y plane 
are considerably more rapid than all other elemen
tary processes. It is worth while to consider the 
nature of the loss curves for sm all values of 9 (ordered 
lattice with low dielec tric constant) and values of 9 
close to unity (disordered lat tice with liquidlike 
dielectric constan t). 'Vhen lc"~lc,le', and 9 is small , 
two widely separated loss curves of almost identical 
magnitude are obtained in contrast to the unequal 
peaks obtained for models 0-1 and 0-2 . On the 
other h and, if the lattice is rotationally disordered 
(g~ l ) so that all of th e sites have ncarly th c samc 
equilibrium encrgy, it would appear to b e unreason
able to assume generally that the activation baniel"s 
will differ greatly . H ence, in a disordered lattice of 
the type considered , th e condi tion le"~k ,k ' may be 
r egarded at least t entatively as b eing physically un
likely with the result that bimodal behavior is not 
ordinarily to bc expected in such a system. 

I t m ay b e concluded that pear-shapcd molecules 
in the bet lattice will exhibit bimodal b ehavior 
provided the condition lel/~lc , lc' is attained. Such a 
condition is most likely to arise in. an ordered phase 
where t he dielcctric constant is relatively low and 
dEs/dT positive. Thus, whereas the beo lattice ~Tields 
bimodal loss c urve with either very rapid or ver~
slow reorientations in the x-y plane, th e correspond
ing eIl"cct can be obtained for the bet lattice onl~- when 
transitions in the x-y plalle are very rapid. 

As may b e seen from the expression lc ij= A exp 
(-W ij/kT) , the quantities 7e, leI , and le" will tend 
to converge 'with rising temperature. Thus, the 
two loss peal,s comprising a bimodal loss curve will 
tend to converge as the temperature is raised. As 
may be seen from a comparison of the quan tities 
a2 + lX3 and as, the two loss peaks in a bimodal curve 
will be of very nearly the same magnitude when 9 is 
small , but as 9 is increased , i . e., as the temperature 
is increased , the peak associated with 72,3 becomes 
larger than that associated w'ith 7 5. 

The results for the bee lattice m ay b e obtained by 
passing to the limi t g= 1 for th e model discussed 
above. For this highly isotropic lattice it is consid
ered improbable that the condition lcl/~lc,7e' could 
hold generally, and it is therefore anticipated that 
bimodal loss curves will not commonly arise in such 
systems. The b ehavior of the static dielectric 
constant for su ch a system will resemble that of a 
polar liquid, i. e., Es will b e relatively large and 
dE,/clT strongly negative. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. General 
It has been cl el11.onstrated that, given certain sta ted 

cond ltions that depend on the detai.ls of the crystal-
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line field, bimodal loss curves can arise in systems 
consisting of polar three-dimensional rotators with 
assumed equilibrium. orientations and site energies 
that are consistent with certain types of lat ti ce 
structure and molecular shape. The basic cause of 
t he set of relaxation times is the anisotropy of the 
crystalline field in which the molecules are si tuated. 
This anisotropy gives rise to different t emperature
dependent transition probabilities (unimolecular rate 
constants) for r eorientations between adjacent sites, 
and the equations describing th e net r ate at which 
dipoles enter and leave each si te in terms of these 
transition probabilities then lead in a natural way to 
the set of discrete relaxation times. Only a single or 
narrowly spaced set of relaxation times appears if tlte 
transition probabilities ar e all identical as is assumed 
for a highly isotropic lattice. The relaxation times 
arc generally most widely separated in a lattice with 
a high degree of aniso tropy. 

It appears hom th ese studies that rath er special 
forms of the crystalli ne field ar e required to produce 
bimodal b ehavior. Even after postulating r eason
able equilibrium orientations and relative si te en er
gies, a nd applying th e rules outlined in section 3. 1 
co ncerning thc permissible range of t l'fwsition 
probabilities, it was generally found that parameters 
co ncern ed with t he natUl'e of certain activated states 
r emained. It will b e r ecalled that at t his stage i t was 
no ted t hat particular choices of these param eters lcd 
to the widel~T divergen t relaxation times n ecessary 
for bimodal b ehavior. W e emphasize that i t was 
ge nerally dlfficult to r eally justify these pal't lcular 
choices on t be b asis of lattice structure, molecular 
shape, 01" special types of in teractions. Therefore, 
despi te the fact t hat the above-mentioned special 
choi ces co ncerning t he height (01' relative height) of 
the activation energy b a rrier between certai n sites 
did not seem to b e excluded for any physical reason, 
it was impossible to sta te w ith any cer tainty whether 
a ny real sys tem wi th th e designated crystal str ucture 
a nd molecular shape would necessarily show bimodal 
b ehavior. It should b e remarked tha t the conclusion 
t hat highly disordered (isotropic) latt ices will not in 
general exhibit bimod al b ehavior rests on the validi ty 
of the idea t hat in a lattice wi th equivalen t equilib
rium site energies, it is improbable that the barriers 
between the various si.tes will differ greatly. 

It is interesting to note that th e general molecular 
explana tion for bimodal loss CLll'ves in polycrystalline 
specimens is consistent with the suggestion of Cole 
a nd coworkers [9 , 10, 11 , 12] that the bimodal effeet 
is associated with the dielcc tric anisotropy of each 
single crystalli te . In th eir view, th e polarization of 
a single crystal of a substance wit h a bimodal loss 
curve should probably b e described by two or three 
principal dielectric constants, some of which may be 
presumed to decay after the abrupt r emoval of the 
electric fi eld at a different net r ate. As may b e seen 
especially in earlier papers [1 , 3, 5], this is exactly 
the situation that prevails for single crystals in the 
present type of theory. In the process of calculat
ing the orientational polarizabilities, the polarization 
for each mode of decay was r esolved in the x, y , and 
z directions, and it was always found that a given 



mode was. much stronger along one or two of these 
a~es. Thl~ ho~ds for. all of ~he ~odels leading to the 
bImodal effect mvestlgated m tIllS paper. 

5.2. Effect of Temperature on the Dielectric Relaxa
tion Spectrum 

In conllllon with almost all of the models studied 
~arlier ,ll, 3, 5] the relaxation times converge with 
mcreas111g temperature. The fundamental reason 
for this is that each of the set of relaxation times is 
given. ?y the the~r'y. in terms of elementary process 
transItIOn probabilItIes defined as k jj=A exp (- vVjJj 
kT); clearly the kiJ ~ust converge with increasing 
temperature, and notmg that the theory usually 
shows that the active relaxation times converge as the 
kij converge, the result quoted above follows. As a 
natural result of the convergence of the active 
d~electric relaxation times, the two loss peaks in a 
bImodal loss curve tend to merge with rising tem
perature. If the loss is confined to a single but some
what broadened peak, the peak will tend to narrow 
further with rising temperature. It will be noticed 
for tl~e mo~els treate~ that, as a result of the special 
way 111 wh10h the actIvation barriers were defined it 
was possible to express the relaxation times in ter~s 
of ~he parame.ter g~exp(-VjkT). Noting that the 
actIve relaxatIOn tImes for these models always con
verge a~ 9 goes fr?J?1 ~ero to unity, and remembering 
that V IS the equilIbnum energy difference, the con
vergence of .the relaxati?n times with increasing 
tempm:ature 111 these speClfic cases may be regarded 
as a chrect consequence of the Maxwell-Bol tzmann 
distribution law. 

An analy.sis of ~he shift with frequency of the two 
loss peaks 111 a bImodal loss curve as a function of 
temperature for all the models studied indicates that 
the lo,,:,-frequency lo~s peak shifts more rapidly to
ward hIgher frequencIes than the high-frequency one. 

5 .3. Effects of Cooperative Interaction and Phase 
Trar..sitions 

Cooperative interaction will in general tend to ac
celerate the convergence of the relaxation t imes with 
increasing temperature, because such interaction 
may be thought of as causing the barrier system to 
b~com~ mo~e uniform [3, 5, 9]. For the models 
gIven 111 thIS paper this effect may be seen on a 
qualitative basis by letting V tend to decrease with 
temperatuyc. T his .leads. to a more rapid increase 
of 9 than If V were lllvanant with temperature and 
the net result is the aforementioned accelerati~n of 
the convergence of the relaxation times. 

Cooperative interaction can lead to the existence 
of sha~'p phase ~ransitions, where V drops abruptly 
and 9 mer' eases from a small value to one neal' unity 
(fig. 5). ~hlS corresponds to th~ .rapid cqualizing 
of .the barner system at the tranSItIOn temperature. 
WIth regard to the change of V with temperature, 
examples close to the presen t case may be found in 
the literature [13] . ' 

It is .of interest to discuss the changes to be ex
pected 111 the loss curves, static dielectric constant , 
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FIGURE,5. Behavior of V (s olid line) and g dashed line as "a 

functwn of temperature in the vicinity of a sharp phase 
transition at T , (schematic) . 

crystal structure, and in the configurational en tropv 
3;bove and bclow such a sharp tnwsition for models 
lIke 0-1 and 0-2 . 

Consider first the loss curves. It is clear from the 
sharp change in 9 at t.Jle transition that an abrupt 
cha:nge may take place III the shape of the loss curves. 
?,hl s change will b~ .especially .marked if the phase 
Just below the tr ansltlOn has a blillodalloss character 
but may be much less so if the loss curve below th~ 
transition is quite narrow. The calculations also 
indicate that an abrupt decrease is to be expected 
~n th:e "average" relaxation time as the temperature 
IS raised through the transition, and this will cause 
the loss curve to shift toward higher frequencies . 

I n . t.he simplest situation, the phase below the 
transltlOn for models 0-1 and 0-2 will be beo and 
t~at abo:re it bee, the latter corresponding t~ the 
lllghly chsordered l~ttice where the protuberance 
pOl~ts at ran~om III the five possible sites . Ae 
llldlO::ted preVIOusly, the beo phase could be bimodal 
(partlcular~y at l~w temperatures) but it is unlikely 
that the IsotropIC bee phase would exhibit such 
behavior. Fo~' all the models discussed in this paper 
the configuratIOnal entropy at the absolute zero of 
teml?eratUI'~ is ze~o, be~ause each dipole has bu t one 
posslble onentatlOn. Above the transition where 
t~e phase is rotationally disordered, the configura
tIO!lal entropy assumes. ~he value R In 5 entropy 
urlltS. H ence the transltlOn beo--7bee would involve 
a ~aximum entropy of transition of R In 5 entropy 
u~ltS . 6 The act.ua:1 value will be slightly less than 
thIS due to the slIght premonitory increase of dis
or:de!' b~low the transition [no te the slight increase 
of 9 In figure 5 below the transition]. 

A more complicated set of phase transitions is 
po~sibl ~ for the beo lattice: th e entropy might be 
gamed m the steps beo--7bet--7bee. In such a case the 
sum of t he entropi es of transition would still be 
",R In 5 en tropy units. Furthermore, i t is to be 
expected that, if bimodal loss behavior should 
occur, it is most likely to be found in the ordered 
beo phase (compare models 0-1 , 0-2, T -l). Bimodal 

6 1'hi~ refers, to the entro!?y change for a constant vol ume process. Expcri
fu~Il;l~;~r,,\rOP ICS may con tam a fair ly large contribution due to the expansion of 



loss curves might possibly appear for the bet phase 
if it is sufficiently ordered above the transition, but 
such behavior is not to be expected for the bee form. 

The static dielectric constant tends to increase 
below the transition even jf 11 is held constant. In 
the cooperative case, it will tend to do so more 
rapidly, and will rise abruptly to a liquidlike value 
at the transition owing to the sharp increase of g 
at that temperature. The above holds for the 
transition beo-'7bee, where 11~0, g ~l above the 
transition, but in the case of the more complicated 
sequ ence beo-'7bet-'7bee, an abrupt rise in dielec tric 
constant may take place at either transition depend
ing on the relative stability of the deep site in the bet 
form . 

The remarks in the above paragraphs pertaining 
to th e behavior of th e dielectric constant, configur
ational enlropy, crystal struc lme, and shape of the 
loss cmves in the vicinily of cooperative phase 
transitions apply to the corresponding face-centered 
systems provided the eight sites due lo the triads of 
nearest-neighbors are sullicienLly unstable so that 
they may be ignored in comparison with the five 
orthogonal sites where the central dipole ma~T point 
t oward next-nearest neighbors (see seeLion 3.1). 

5.4. Q ualita tive Predictions a nd Comparison W ith 
Experiment 

It is considered that the work with thTCe-dimen
sional models 'with one deep site is sufftcien Lly com
plete and general to ci te certain qualitatIve predic
tions concermng the na ture of the bimodal loss 
curves which can arise in such systems. 'With 
certam qualifications which will b e noted, the pre
dicLions mentioned b elow hold for all uch models 
which have been studied (many unpubli sbed). 
The basic reasoning leading to these predictions 
is mainly to be found in the preceding discussion. 
In general, the theory indieates that: 

(a) Bimodal loss cmves are most apt to be found 
at low temperatures in anisotropic phases (such as 
the orthorhombic) where the dielectric constant is 
relatively low and d~8/dT is positive. They nre 
unlikely to arise in highly disordered and isotropic 
systems, especi311y where the dielectric constan t is 
relatively high and has the negative temperature 
coefficien t typical of a polar liquid. 

(b ) The two loss peaks will tend to converge with 
in creasing temperature, and the loss peak connected 
with the longer relaxation time will shift toward 
higher frequencies more rapidly than that associated 
'with the shorter relaxation time. 

(c) The relative magnitude of the two loss peaks 
will change wlth temperatme, but in a few special 
cases this effect may b e quite small (see model 
T-1). 

These predictIOns ma y easily be extended to 
include the changes expected in the vicinity of 
solid-state phase transitions. If the low-temper-

r ature phase is bimodal just below the transition, 
it is commonly to be expected that only a smgle 
(though perhaps highly broadened) loss peak will 
appear in the more isotropic high-temperature 
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form, and that the mean relaxation time of the 
latter will be as short or shorter than that obtained 
for either of the peaks below the transition. If the 
two pea.ks of the bimodal loss curve have already 
coalesced prior to the transition, a further narrowing 
may take place at the transition, but the most 
marked effect in this case will proba bly be an abrupt 
shift of the loss maximum to a higher frequency. It 
should be noted, however, that the persisten ce of 
the bimodal effect above a phase transi tion is not 
rigidly excluded by the theory: a possible example 
would b e the beo-'7bet transition where the bet 
phase remained ordered. 

Some aspects of the general validity of the theory 
may be examined by comparing the predictions 
given above with what has been found experimentally 
for th e jeo, jet, and jee structures in the hydrogen 
halides. It is believed that such a qualitative com
parison is permissible, even though the caleula lions 
on \\Thich th e predictio ns arc based refer directly 
only to Ule beo, bet, and bee structures. 7 First, it will 
b e recalled that under certain circumstances (section 
3. 1) th e r esults for the body- and face-centered lat
lices m ay be identical. Second , th e predicLions listed 
arc just those that are insensitive to the particular 
lhree-dimensional single deep site model chosell , and 
we h ave been unable to uncover any r easonltble 
models of the typ e men tioned above where these 
predictions failed generally. Finally, eve n if th e 
hy drogen h alides are h)~drogen-bonded, so that the 
protuberftll Ce (hydrogen) poin ts toward a neaTest 
neighbor, thus forming sh eets of zigzag chains [14] 
where the sites may b e nonorthogonal , there seems 
to be no valid reason for abandoning the orthogonal 
orientational model with one deep si te as a useful 
first approximation. In the hydrogen-boll cl cd "si te" 
model , the deep site would simply b e the primary 
hydrogen-bonded position. 

A summary of th e dielectric inves tigation s of 
Cole and coworkers [9 , 10, 11 , 12] on the solid 
hydrogen halides is given in table 3. Insofar as 
the necessary data can b e obt3ined from their 
work, the gener31 qualitative predictions gIven 
above appear to hold. Note that bimodal b ehavior 
is found in th e most anisotropic (orthorhombic) 
phases III accord with (a), and that the two loss 
peaks undergo changes wIth trmperature of the 
type m entioned in (b) and (c) . 

As m entioned in section 4, bimodal b ehavior is 
not to be expect.ed for a tetragonal lattice t.hat is 
disordered to such an extent that th e s tatic dielectric 
constant behaves in a mann er similar to tha.t of a 
liquid (e. g., ~8 is large and d~8/dT is negative). 
The tetragonrl forms mentioned in table 3 exhibit 
negative values of d~s/dT, and insof3r as the nature 
of th e loss curves has b een elucidated, only single 
loss peaks are found . It should be m entioned, 

7 ] [CN possesses a beD stru cture similar in appcarance to that dcpictcd in figure 
1 (a) cxccpt that thc dipoles are all parallel to one another [scc W _ J . Dulmage 
and W . N. Lipscomb, Acta Cryst. 4,330 (1951)J. Fortunately, the same model 
(fig. 1 (b)) holds for both the parallel and antiparallel cases. At higher tempera
t ures, HCN has a bet stru cture. The parallel dipole bet structure leads to the 
site model shown in fi gurc 4, so that the thcory given for model T - l may well 
apply to this phase. H ence. a direct application oC the theory to body-centcred 
systems may be possible when sufficien t dielectric data are available Cor such 
systems. An application should not be attempted if the parallel case leads to 
Cerroelcctric behaviOl', but this is not anticipated in the case cited. 



TA BIJE 3. Dielectl'ic behavior of the hydl'ogen halides (after Cole and coworkers) 

Substance Low·temperature Jeo form (phase III) In termediate-temperatnre Jet form (phase 
II) 

High·temperatureJec form (phase I ) 

Bimodal at low temperatures. The two loss 
peaks con verge with rising temperature w ith 
a change in relati ve magnitude, coalescing 

This phase absent in HOI; Jeo form C011 -
verts directly to Jce form at transition. 

Dielectric loss not investigated. Di
electric constan t similar to t hat of 
a polar liquid (E, large, dE./dT nega
tive). HOI , __ ____ __________ _ just prior to the first·order transition. The 

low· frequency peak shifts toward higher fre· 
quencies with rising temperature more rapidly 
than the high·frequency oae. E, low, dE,/dT 
positive. 

(

Bimodal a t low temperatures. Relati ve magni
tude of the two loss peaks change with tcm
perature . May be bimodal up to transition. 

HBr 10 .12, DBI' 11 ___ ___ Low-frequency peak sh ifts toward higher 
frequencies more rapidly than high-frequcncy 
ones. E3 unusuall y high ncar A-tranSit iOll , but 
dE,/dT positive. 

Debye-type on low-frequency side of loss 
curve, but high-frequency data insuffici
en t to fully determine shape. Loss max
imum is at higher frequency than in JeD 
form. E~ unusuall y high n ear x-transi
tion, dE./dT negative. 

Dielectric loss not in vesti gated . Di
electric const3nt similar to that of a 
polar liquid (E, large, dE,/elT nega
tive). 

{
Loss curve highly bro,dened but not bimo[131 

HI ll, DI II____________ in temperature range studied . Es low, dE4/dT 
positive. 

Debye-ty pe over considerable frequency 
range but shape of loss curve not fnll y 
defined on high-frequen cy side. Loss 
maximum is at higher frequency than 
in Jeo form. Dielcctric constant liquid
like ( •• Iarge, dE,felT negative) . 

Dielectri c loss not investigated. Di
electric constant similar to that of 
a polar liquid (Es large, df8/d T nega
tive). 

however, that any such qualitatIve comparison 
may well be invalid in the immediate vicimty of 
the lambda transitlOn between the fco and fet phases 
in HBr and DBr where the dielectric constant 
reaches very high values. These high dielectric 
constant values indicate a strong dipolar correla tion 
effect not taken into account in the polarizability 
cnlculations. Such an effect does not occur near 
the first -order transition in hydrogen chloride, and 
is small neal' the lambda transition in hydrogen 
iodide. The substitution of deutenum for hydrogen 
sometimes leads to large increases in the observed 
relaxation times [ll j . Such a phenomenon can be 
understood qualitatively if it IS assumed that 
quantum tunnelling affects some of the transition 
pro babili ties. 

It is worth pointing out that the properties of jeo 
hydrogen chloride [9] are similar to those of model 
0-2. The loss curves are of approximately the type 
depicted in figure 3, and the static dielectric constant 
rises with increasing temperature. Also, the entropy 
of the first-order transition has been listed by Powles 
[8] as R In 4.7 entropy units, which is consistent with 
that suggested for model 0-2 (section 5.3 ). 

The general type of theory proposed here and in 
earlier work may be checked further by examining 
the properties of substances tbat possess loss curves 
with only a single maximum. The theory indicates 
that the relaxation times will generally converge with 
increasing temperature, and this leads to the predic
tion that broadened loss curves confined to a single 
maXImum should become narrower with increasing 
temperature.s In the cases known to the author's 
where sufficient data are available to test it this 
prediction is generally borne out by experiI'nent; 
there appear to be no cases where a loss curve 
broadens with rising temperature. 

S Results of dielectric investigations are freq uently reported in the form of an 
Argand diagram (Oole and Oole semicircular arc plot) . In terms olthis presen
tation the prediction is that if the center of the circle describing the experimental 
points is depressed bel?w the.' ordinate, it should rise toward it as the tempera
tnre lsrmsed. Stated 111 another way, If the Coleanel Oole parameter" is initially 
greater tban zero, it should decrease with rising tcmperature. 
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5.5. Bimodal Loss Curves Due to Other Causes 

It seems necessary to mention that bimodal loss 
curves in real materials can arise from a trivial cause, 
namely, that two distinct phases, each with its own 
relaxation time, may coexist during the measure
ment. Under equilibrium conditio ns such a two
phase system will , of course, not occur except at 
melting or first-order transition temperatures, but it 
is well known that two phases (at least one being 
metastable) have a tendency to coexist over a wide 
range of temperatures in certain compounds. It. is 
therefore clear that if bimodal loss curves are fonnd 
experimentally, it should not be assumed that they 
are a property belonging to a single phase without 
conducting propel' checks aimed at detecting a seco nd 
phase. X-ray diffraction experiments can often 
distinguish between monophase and two-phase sys
tems. Also, if at any given temperature the relative 
magnitudes of two loss peaks depend markedly on 
the thermal or mechanical history of the sample, it 
is quite likely that two or more phases may be 
present. There is no indication that any of the 
experimental bimodal loss curves mentioned in this 
paper are due to the presence of two phases. 

Resonance absorption due to oscillatory motions 
of dipoles may occur at microwave or higher fre
quencies in polar solids. If a material shows absorp
tion due to this effect, and further exhibits a typical 
dipole absorption at lower frequencies, a bimodal 
loss curve will result. The present theory ex hypoth
esi deals only with dipole orientation, and does not 
account for bimodal loss curves where a high fre
quency peak is due to the resonance effect. R eso
nance absorption will lead to a loss peak that is 
narrower than that predicted by the D ebye equation, 
and is restricted on theoretical grounds to frequencies 
corresponding to relaxation times which are "-' 10- 12 

sec or shorter. The validity of a site model , as well 
as that of the S-Jhypothesis, depends on the presence < 

of barriers which are in excess of the prevailing 
thermal energy k T. To be on the safe side, it is 



best to assume that each of the W lj is at least 5kT. 
With the expression 7= (h/k T)exp (Wl j/kT) one then 
obtains the rough estimate that the present theory 
is valid for systems with relaxation tim es of '" 10- 10 

sec or longer. Another way of estimating the range 
of validity of th e present theory is to observe that 
the shortest r elaxation time which one might expect 
due to dipole rotation must cer tainly b e somewhat 
longer than that calculated for free rotation [5]: 
this again leads to the suggestion that the theory 
should be valid for relaxation times which arc'" 10 - 10 

sec or longer. Thus, an incorrect application of the 
theory r esulting from the intrusion of r esonance ab
sorption can generally be avoided simply by dealing 
with data obtained at frequencies not much in excess 
of 109 or 1010 cycles per second. In many cases it 
should b e possible to establish th e absence of r eso
nance absorp tion and thus treat data obtained at 
somewhat higher frequencies . 

5 .6. Fluctuations 

It has been assumed in the present type of theory 
that, as th e selected central dipole undergoes re
orientations, the nearest neighbors remain fix-ed. 
This is considered to be an excellent approximation 
as long as the temperature is low a nd most of the 
molecules are in the ground state, and such a state 
of affairs should prevail for values of th e parameter 
g= exp (- -F/kT) that range from zero to roughly 
0.01 or O.l. However, when onc of th e nearest 
neighbors to the central molecule is itself ou t of 
position owing to thermal agitation, i t is no longer 
strictly correct to maintain the same set of transition 
probabilities for processes involvin g jmnps past this 
p articular neighbor. The approximation implicitly 
us cd here and in earlier papers in dealing with this 
situation is equivalent to nssuming that such fluctua
tions of structme can be "a,veraged" for the central 
dipole, which is reminiscen t of the Bragg-Williams 
approximation commonly used in equilibrium ordcr
disorder [15] and orientational disorder [13] th eory. 
The effect of fluctuations of this type would be most 
marked in disordered crystals at high temperatmes; 
this condition corresponds to g~l where almost all 
of the molecules are in "wrong" orientational posi
tions. 

There are good reasons for b elieving that fluctua
tions of structme of the type described above lead 
to only second-order effects in the dielectric relaxation 
spectrum of monophase mol ecular crystals, and that 
it is therefore misleading to attribute to this cause 
alone the broadening of loss cmves in such systems. 

In the first place, it is clear tha t if fluctuations of 
structmo played the predominant role in causing 
the broadening of loss curves, rising temperatme 
would cause an increased broadening of th e loss 
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curves. As is brought out in sectioll 5.4, this is 
con trary to all th e presen tly available experimental 
evidence concerning the temperatme-dependence of 
the shape of dielectric loss curves. Second, if it is 
assumed that fluctuations are th e sole cause of the 
broadening of loss curves, it is very difficult to see 
how bimodal loss c urves could arise in monopha e 
crystals. A third point is t,hat a few crystals ex
hibi t a D ebye-type loss curve (single relaxation t ime) 
at all temperatures. Such a phenomenon can be 
understood, at least to a first appro:;.:imation, in 
terms of an isotropic crystalline field (or certain 
special site models), but adopting th e fluctuation 
viewpoint, it would appear to b e necessary to arbi
trarily postula te the total absence of fluctuations at 
all temperatures to explain such a result. 

Noting that the present th eory leads in a natural 
way to the correct type ·of temperature-dependence 
of th e shape of the loss curves, and that it can yield 
both bimodal and D ebye-type curves, i t is our 
conclusion that i t is generally more satisfactory to 
attribute the existence of multiple dielectric r elaxa
t ion times in mono phase molecular crystals to the 
anisotropy of the crystallin e field in which the 
dipoles reorient. 

'I'he authors thank F. Buckley, S . G. Weissberg, 
J. 1. Lauritzen, and A. D. Franklin for making fl, 

n umber of h elpful suggestion s during th e course of 
this work. 
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